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DVD: Three Veils (Full Review)

by Rachael Scott
Mon Aug 27 08:10:00 UTC 2012

Three Veils follows the lives of three Middle-Eastern women living in the US and
competently explores the struggle young women have mixing the expectations that
go hand in hand with Muslim culture and the freedoms on offer in the West.

Firstly we meet Leila (Mercedes Masöhn) who is about to enter into an arranged marriage
with possessive Ali (Sammy Sheik), but as her wedding day draws closer she begins to
have doubts that she can go through with it.

Her best friend is tradition-bucking Nikki (Sheetal Sheth) who’s gone off the rails since the
death of a close family member and is masking her grief with booze and promiscuity.

Leila’s college acquaintance Amira (Angela Zahra), a devout Muslim, is desperately
struggling to reconcile her faith with her attraction to women.

These three ladies are all grappling with making sense of their lives and hiding under the
veils of respectability and expectation heaped upon them. Writer-director Rolla Selbak’s
feature is an extremely entertaining drama. It’s one of those films that all involved call
‘universal’. That might sound like a clichéd marketing bid in order not to ghettoise a movie
about lesbian and multicultural issues, but there is a whole lot more going on than sexual
proclivity and East-West struggles.

Each girl’s story is told from her own perspective, one after the other, and each story
works as a self-contained snippet of drama, but once the differing viewpoints become
clear gaps we didn’t know existed are nicely filled.

Complicating Leila’s life is the obvious sexual attraction she feels for Amira’s brother
Jamal (Garen Boyajian) who she spends some elicit time with when Amira is out helping
Nikki through one of her drunken binges. Their unlikely friendship has awestruck Amira
playing carer to Nikki and developing a crush for her wayward new friend.

All three women are exceptionally easy on the eye, likable as characters and
accomplished in playing their parts. We’re sympathetic to each of their plights. Sheth, who
starred in Shamim Sarif’s I Can't Think Straight and The World Unseen, plays the most
complex character and with good reason as her story, the last to be told, is the most
heart-rending.

I found myself wanting to continue my journey with them all so that I could find out what
happens to their lives. Sadly the film ended, but let’s just hope this new voice in cinema
will get behind the camera again very soon.

Phil Marriott
Cheryl
Under The Sun (The Alias
Mix)
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Recommended
DVD: The Guest House
A recently dumped goth girl's life changes forever when she falls in love with a smart and
professional college grad who is staying in the family's guest house.  
DVD: Kiss Me
This new lesbian film is beautifully shot with naturalistic sex scenes. However, the plot is
rather formulaic, but then Kiss Me is considered Sweden’s first lesbian film so maybe that
can be forgiven.
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Read Three Veils Summary » 
Click for the full summary including verdict, synopsis, trailer and queer ratings.

 

Three Veils (2012) 
Studio: Peccadillo Pictures 
Released: 30 July 2012 
ASIN: B007VNHON0

 

Buy Three Veils online now and save.
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